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Abstract—For any earthquake, the slipping fault and the source of high-frequency seismic waves, by

and large, coincide. On a more local scale, however, the areas of high seismic slip rate and of increased

high-frequency radiation output (seismic luminosity) need not match. To study in some detail how slip rate

and seismic luminosity are interrelated, a systematic study is performed that uses 251 records of teleseismic

P waves from 23 intermediate-depth earthquakes of magnitude 6.8 and above. From a broadband trace we

extract two time histories: (1) displacement and (2) 0.5–2.5 Hz band-passed and squared velocity, or ‘‘HF

power’’, and calculate correlation coefficient, q between the two. To reduce the bias related to formation of

P coda, a special procedure is applied to data. We estimated the average value q = 0.52 (range of event

averages 0.35 to 0.65) for the correlation coefficient between the radiated time histories for displacement

and ‘‘HF power’’, which is considerably below the ‘‘ideal’’ value of unity. We argue that the same or even

lower value characterizes the degree of slip rate - seismic luminosity correlation at the fault. Two factors

may contribute to the revealed decorrelation: (1) random fluctuations of observed HF power (inevitable for

a signal with a limited bandwidth), and (2) the genuine mismatch of slip rate and mean luminosity. We

show that these factors, acting separately, would result in the q values equal to, correspondingly, 0.72 and

0.80. We also show that genuine decorrelation is statistically significant. We conclude that the observed

values of q indicate genuine differences between the distributions of the slip rate and the seismic luminosity

over the fault area. These results provide important constraints both for the accurate wide-band simulation

of strong ground motion and for theoretical dynamic source models.

Key words: Earthquake fault, stochastic, high-frequency radiation, envelope, seismic energy, non-

coherent, strong motion simulation.

Introduction

It is widely accepted that the source of seismic waves, including high-frequency

(HF) waves, is a fast-slipping patch on a geological fault, named earthquake fault.
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This means that HF seismic energy is generated only while a particular patch of the

fault is slipping. However, the majority of fault models that deal with HF radiation

presuppose much more than that. Usually it is assumed that the HF radiation

increases with increasing slip rate, or, for composite models, that HF energy from a

subsource increases with the increase of its seismic moment. Examples are composite

models formulated by BLANDFORD (1975), HANKS (1979), BOATWRIGHT (1982; 1988),

PAPAGEORGIOU and AKI (1983), and GUSEV (1989). This assumption is no more than

an initial approximation. To find out how close, in real earthquakes, it is the actual

correlation between slip rate and HF radiation output, an independent inversion for

each of the two quantities that is needed. For brevity, henceforth, we shall call the

HF radiation output, or more accurately the radiated HF power per unit source area,

‘‘seismic luminosity’’ or, merely, ‘‘luminosity’’, transferring to seismology the

standard light-engineering term for the similar parameter used to specify the

radiated light power.

At present, a considerable number of inversions for space-time distributions of

luminosity (or its time integral) have been performed (IIDA and HAKUNO, 1984;

GUSEV and PAVLOV, 1991, 1998; ZENG et al., 1993; KAKEHI and IRIKURA, 1996;

NISHIMURA et al., 1996, PETUKHIN et al., 2004). These inversions show that the

spatial distributions of luminosity may resemble those of the slip rate, although

significant differences can often be seen. Therefore observations do not indicate any

tight slip rate-luminosity relationship.

The inversion of the slip rate and luminosity in space-time can be made only with

individual earthquakes, and has a limited resolution. In the following we try to

extract information on the correlation between slip rate and luminosity directly from

body-wave records. With this purpose we analyze the correlation between time

histories of far-field displacement and far-field HF squared velocity, or HF power.

We believe that this correlation reflects, to a large degree, the correlation between

source slip rate and source luminosity. In particular, low correlation between

displacement and HF power signals indicates low slip rate-luminosity correlation in

the source.

Empirically we find significant slip rate-luminosity decorrelation. This fact can

have two radically different causes: ‘‘fluctuational’’ decorrelation, or a simple effect

of statistical fluctuations of HF signal power, or ‘‘physical’’ decorrelation—a genuine

difference between space-time distributions of slip rate and of luminosity. We shall

endeavor to separate these two effects, and to demonstrate that a significant

contribution of genuine decorrelation is present in data.

When one tries to analyze the correlation between displacement and HF power

signals, one meets with a problem: the HF signal is markedly distorted by scattering

along the path; this is seen most prominently in the formation of P coda. To

overcome this obstacle, before comparing displacement and HF power signal, we

artificially distort the displacement signal by convolution with the ‘‘HF power

Green’s function’’ of the medium.
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The plan of the work is as follows. (1) A simplified theoretical background to our

data analysis is presented. (2) We examine teleseismic P waves from large

intermediate-depth earthquakes, select data of acceptable quality, and choose a

common HF band to extract HF power signal. Then, displacement and HF

power signals are calculated. (3) We determine an appropriate envelope function that

emulates the formation of P coda and convolve it with displacement signals. (4) We

calculate correlation coefficients between modified displacement and HF power time

histories. (5) We determine the expected value for the same correlation coefficient for

the ideal case of ‘‘purely fluctuational’’ decorrelation, and compare it with empirical

correlations. We find that the latter are significantly lower, thus indicating the reality

of ‘‘physical’’ decorrelation.

Theoreical Background for Data Analysis

Basic Assumptions

A few basic assumptions are to be mentioned to substantiate our analysis.

Initially we specify what high-frequency (HF) signal is. We shall always assume in the

following that the received seismic body wave signal is band-pass filtered, with

central frequency f0 of the band considerably larger (practically, 5–10 times and

more) than the corner frequency fc of the body wave displacement (fc � 1/T, where T

is the source process duration), and with bandwidth Df. Our main conceptual

assumption is that the HF radiation from an earthquake fault is non-coherent. This

means that we can ignore phase spectra of signals (treating them as random), and

therefore assume additivity of signal power instead of the usual additivity of signal

amplitudes. In particular, we believe that the fault can be assumed to consist of a

large number of spots whose contributions of HF energy into wave intensity at the

receiver are additive. To warrant additivity, HF fault motion over different spots is

assumed statistically independent.

Some assumptions regarding non-coherency are inevitable if one plans to treat an

earthquake source in a stochastic manner, and our assumptions are most primitive. Of

course, the adequacy of such an approach cannot be proved in any strict sense, and

only the practically reasonable results can warrant it. Note that the hypothesis of

incoherency is actually very widely accepted. In particular, it is the basis for wide-band

fault representation by multiple random subsources (e.g., HANKS, 1979; PAPAGEOR-

GIOU and AKI, 1983) that is essentially a standard in modern practical simulation of

finite faults. It is also a standard assumption in inversions of HF radiation from

earthquake faults (GUSEV and PAVLOV, 1991; ZENG et al., 1993; KAKEHI and IRIKURA,

1996; NISHIMURA et al., 1996 and later work). Coherency at high frequencies means,

essentially, a kind of deterministic behavior; it may be noted in this relation that all

deterministic fault models predict completely unrealistic HF signal.
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The uncorrelated contributions from fault spots are added at the receiver with

various delays to produce a random-like HF record. Therefore, the main variable

below will be squared band-passed particle velocity _u2ðtÞ at the receiver. To be

accurate, we should distinguish between: (1) an ideal notion of mean squared velocity

(h _u2ðtÞi), that specifies the statistical ensemble, and (2) its empirical estimate from a

single observed realization – average squared velocity ( _u2ðtÞ). When multiplied by cq
(c: wave speed, q: density) both give true wave intensity (W/m2), ideal or empirical.

For clarity, we shall call this signal further as HF power signal.

This description is in fact oversimplified. An HF body-wave seismogram

reflects not only the source space-time function but also the actual medium

response produced by scattering (here we use the term ‘‘scattering’’ loosely to

cover both scattered and converted waves). Both (source and medium) compo-

nents can be treated as random signals and be specified by their mean square

amplitudes. Fortunately, for non-coherent signals we can assume that the effect of

scattering can be represented by convolution of source signal and ‘‘HF power

Green’s function’’ (HFPGF), that represents the non-coherent response of the

medium to a delta-like input (ISHIMARU 1978). On such a basis, GUSEV and

PAVLOV (1991, 1998) reconstructed the source HF power signal by deconvolution,

using the record of an aftershock as an HFPGF. In the following, we shall

employ this convolution concept, although in a different way. Namely, before

analyzing correlation between HF power signal and low-frequency displacement

signal, we shall distort the displacement signal by convolution with a typical

medium response.

Let us consider the relation between luminosity of a non-coherent body-wave

radiator and HF power signal , or radiation intensity, at a receiver, for a chosen

frequency band Df. Let S be the flat surface of the radiator, with element dS whose

location is defined by coordinate vector x. Let us introduce scalar luminosity function

L(x,t) of a radiator for the same frequency band, so that L(x,t)dS is the mean wave

power flux from dS at a time t. In the far-field case considered here, the radiation

pattern is the same for any dS. In homogeneous medium, assuming additivity, the

energy at a receiver at y is

cqh _u2ðt þ R=cÞi ¼ hW ðy; t þ R=cÞi ¼ A2ðm; r;RÞ
Z

R
Lðx; t þ x � r=cÞ dS; ð1Þ

where R = |y|, r = y/|y| , c is wave velocity, m is unit seismic moment tensor at S,
and A2(m,r,R) describes the effects of geometric spreading and radiation pattern,

common for all points of a fault. The case of a scattering medium can be represented

in a similar, though a slightly more cumbersome, way and does not introduce

significant complications.

Unfortunately, Equation (1) is mostly of symbolic value because dS cannot be

infinitesimally small. In a more rigorous treatment, instead of integral, one should

consider a finite sum over statistically independent spots of area DSi,

1308 A. A. Gusev et al. Pure appl. geophys.,



hW ðy; t þ R=cÞi � A2ðm; r;RÞ
X

i

Liðxi; t þ xi � r=cÞDSi; ð2Þ

where i enumerates these spots, and xi is the center or centroid of i-th spot.

Representation of L(x,t) through the fault slip is not straightforward (see (GUSEV,

1983) for incomplete solution); this derivation shall be given elsewhere. Here we

confine ourselves to several notes. The most important point is that the spot size DSi,
is not arbitrary, but must be close to pRc

2 (GUSEV, 1983) where Rc is the correlation

distance of a source (for the given f0). For a ‘‘perfectly non-coherent’’ random source

one can expect that the diameter 2Rc of a ‘‘coherent’’ spot (whose points move in a

coordinated fashion), is near the wavelength k = c/f0. As for the correlation time Tc

of filtered local fault motion, we expect it to be equal to 1/Df0, as usual for band-

limited noises. In an important case of an octave bandwidth and ‘‘a perfectly non-

coherent’’ source, Tc = 1.4Rc/c. Therefore, the values of source slip rate function at

space-time points (x, t) and (x¢, t¢) are assumed uncorrelated if |x- x¢| »Rc or |t — t¢| »
Tc, and tightly correlated in the cases of opposite inequality. The more general case

of imperfect incoherence (with larger space-time volumes of correlated motion) will

not be treated here.

To analyze the correlation between fault slip rate and fault luminosity, we assume

that Rc « L and Tc « T, where L and T are source length and duration. Then on the

basis of the usual integral

uðy; t þ R=cÞ ¼ Aðm; r;RÞ
Z

R

_D x; t þ x � r=cð Þ dS ð3Þ

that relates fault slip rate _D x; tð Þ and far-field displacement u(y,t + R/c), we can

write an integral sum and assume that approximately

uðy; t þ R=cÞ � Aðm; r;RÞ
X

i

_Diðxi; t þ xi � r=cÞDSi: ð4Þ

We would like to compare similar equations (2) and (4). Specifically, we are

interested here in how a possible correlation between _D x; tð Þ and L(x,t) shall be

manifested in correlation between W(y,t) and u(y,t) at the same y, or at the same

receiver. In the following we shall consider a particular receiver, and drop the y

argument. We also discretize the time scale (t fi tk) using the time step about Tc so

that successive counts of Li(x,t) are approximately independent. Also redenote
_Di x; tkð Þ as Sik = Sm, where m = (i,k) is multiindex that enumerates all coherent

spots and all time samples; similarly introduce Lm = Lik = Li(x, tk). Let us consider

covariance between Sm and Lm (at a certain m). Let us also assume that the

correlation properties of the fault process are stable in space and time, so that the

correlation coefficient is identical (= q1 ) for different m:

CovðSm; LmÞ ¼ rðSmÞrðLmÞq1; ð5Þ

Vol. 163, 2006 Fault Slip Rate Vs. High-frequency Radiation 1309



where r(Sm ) = Var0.5 (Sm), r(Lm ) = Var0.5 (Lm). For discretized u and W signals at

time sample number n, one can write

un ¼ A
X

m

BnmSm; Wn ¼ A2
X

m

BnmLm; ð6Þ

where Bnm is matrix representing the delay-and-sum operation in (2) and (4). Now

one can write

Covðun;WnÞ ¼ EðunWnÞ ¼ A3
X

m

X
p

BnmBnpEðSmLpÞ: ð7Þ

First consider the special case when luminosity at a spot i and time sample k is

correlated only with slip rate at the same (i,k) = m. Then there is zero correlation

between Sm and Lp at m „ p, and the double sum in (7) reduces to a single sum,

giving, through (5):

Covðun;WnÞ ¼ A3
X

m

B2
nmrðSmÞrðLmÞq1 ¼ rðunÞrðWnÞq1: ð8Þ

In more general cases, cross terms shall appear in the double sum. Generally

speaking, they can be either positive or negative. From a physical point of view,

positive correlation means that for a pair of spots or for a pair of time segments,

an increase of slip rate in one of them is accompanied by an increase of luminosity

in another. This is quite possible if a significant part of a fault moves (or radiates

HF energy) in a coordinated fashion. (With respect to slip rate in particular, such

coordinated motion is in accordance with the AKI’s (1967) x)2 time history

spectrum and ANDREWS’ (1980) proposal of k)2 spectrum of final slip.). In such a

case, a significant positive correlation of luminosity with slip on a certain spot shall

be accompanied by similar, though smaller, positive correlation with slip on

adjacent spots. It is considerably more difficult to imagine causes of negative

correlation, and we shall consider the contribution of such pairs as limited and

certainly overweighed by terms with positive correlation. Therefore, there is a good

probability that double sum (7) shall be larger or equal to its ‘‘diagonal version’’

(8), so that in general

Covðun;WnÞ ¼ rðunÞrðWnÞq2 ð9Þ

with q2 � q1 Hence, the correlation coefficient between displacement and HF power

signals in the wavefield either reproduces, or gives an overestimate of the correlation

coefficient between fault slip rate and fault luminosity.

This derivation assumed delta-like Green function of body wave (represented by

the time delay R/c and by factor A). For more complex media, effects of

multipathing and/or random scattering can be represented as a linear operator, and

in discretized form its introduction shall only modify the B matrix. Our derivation

is independent of a particular form of this matrix, and thus holds true also for this
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more general case. Similarly, linear data processing, including smoothing, shall not

modify this result.

To apply these important results to data analysis, we would need, formally,

multiple realizations of a single source that produce multiple [u(t),W(t)] pairs for a

given t. As is often done in geophysics, we shall assume ergodicity, and perform

averaging over a set of u-W sample pairs extracted from a single pair of observed

[u(t),W(t)] functions at different times t. In this manner we can obtain a consistent

estimate of the covariance and thus correlation coefficient. In this estimation, the

input data should be sampled with a certain step, of about 1/Df0. More frequent

sampling is redundant. Furthermore, to stabilize results, it is useful to smooth W(t)

and then to apply more rarified sampling; of course, similar smoothing must be

applied to u(t). As a result, we shall obtain the empirical estimate for the

correlation coefficient between sample functions W(t) and u(t), and this coefficient

shall give us the upper bound for the similar coefficient between slip rate and

average luminosity.

Luminosity-slip rate correlation: effects of fluctuating signal

The described approach can give us an estimation of empirical, observed

correlations. It is interesting to derive similar estimates for ensemble averages, or

means (the ‘‘ideal case’’). The interest in the ‘‘ideal’’ values is not purely

academic. When the stochastic approach is used for simulations of strong motion,

it is mean square amplitude for fault motion that one must adequately specify, in

order to obtain realistic example motions over the fault and at a receiver. The

difference between the estimates for a realization and the mean value is caused by

the fact that with observed data, we are estimating correlation coefficient using a

fluctuating signal. These fluctuations are caused by inevitable oscillations of

amplitude of a band-limited signal, that take place even when mean signal power

is strictly constant. Fluctuations introduce decorrelation, and the empirical

estimate of correlation shall be lower than its ‘‘ideal’’ value. To clarify how

additional decorrelation appears because of fluctuations, consider a model case of

two copies/realizations of a segment of quasi-stationary band-limited noise, with

slowly-varying mean power. In this case, the ‘‘ideal’’ correlation coefficient

between mean squared amplitudes equals to unity by construction; whereas for

any actual pair of realizations, this coefficient, obtained from two independent sets

of squared noise amplitudes, will always be less than unity. (It approaches unity

as the bandwidth increases infinitely; however this fact is useless for seismological

application).

Now we introduce denotations: qob is the ‘‘observed’’ correlation coefficient

(= Corr(W(t), u(t))), and qid is the ‘‘ideal’’ (ensemble mean) correlation coefficient

ð¼ CorrðhW ðtÞi; uðtÞÞÞ. It is the latter that, in frames of the stochastic approach,

describes the intrinsic mechanism of data generation. Consider first the hypothetic

Vol. 163, 2006 Fault Slip Rate Vs. High-frequency Radiation 1311



‘‘perfect-correlation’’ case when Corr ðhW ðtÞi; uðtÞÞ ¼ qid ¼ 1. In this case, decorre-

lation is minimal and produced by fluctuations only. For each particular pair of

realizations [W(t), u(t)], we then have a particular value of correlation coefficient that

we denote qidpr (for ‘‘ideal’’, ‘‘perfect’’, ‘‘in realization’’). This parameter qidpr is a

random variable, fluctuating from realization to realization. Is important to know

the statistical distribution of these fluctuations: with this distribution at hand, we can

test statistically the hypothesis qid <1 on the basis of the given value of qob.

Assuming normal distribution for qidpr , we need to know mean E(qidpr ) and

standard deviation r(qidpr). Note that E(qidpr ) is not equal to qid : when qid is around

0.5–1, E(qidpr ) is always smaller than qid. To determine E(qidpr ) and r(qidpr) in a real

situation, we can use Monte-Carlo approach. We take the observed long-period

signal u(t) and use it as a mean envelope function for a ‘‘perfect-correlation’’ HF

power signal W*(t). Using this prescribed envelope, we simulate a number of

realizations (say, 25) of band-passed modulated noise (each of them appears like

_uðtÞ). From these 25 artificial data we estimate E (qidpr ) and r(qidpr).

With qob and E(qidpr) values at hand, we might estimate the qid value that

underpins our data, provided we can establish a theoretical relationship among qob,

E(qidpr) and qid. In order to find such a relationship we shall construct a simple model

of a fluctuating signal. Let us consider a random vector a ={ai} whose components

describe the sequences of (positive) amplitudes of u(t); the components ai have the

same distribution and they can be mutually correlated in some irrelevant way. To

represent the different degrees of correlation between u(t) and W(t) we introduce

another vector b, with the same properties as a but statistically independent from a,

and form the vector d0, that represents hW ðtÞi, and defined as:

d0 ¼ paþ ð1� pÞb ¼ paþ qb; ð10Þ

where p is the degree of correlation (0 < p < 1) and q = 1)p. It is easy to show that

the correlation coefficient between a and d0 is

qid ¼ Corrða; d0Þ ¼ pðp2 þ q2Þ�0:5: ð11Þ

To imitate random fluctuations of W(t) around its mean hW ðtÞi, represent W(t) as

d ¼ d0ð1þ ksÞ; ð12Þ

where s is a random vector of the same size as a, with zero mean, and the degree of

fluctuations are defined by ‘‘distortion’’ coefficient k > 0. We further assume that a

and b are distributed exponentially; this is accurate for the squared amplitude of the

analytical signal formed from Gaussian noise, and such a representation is adequate

for our aims. In general

hqobi ¼ Corrða; dÞ ¼ p ðp2 þ q2Þ þ k2VarðsÞ½p2 þ q2 þ ah i2=VarðaÞ�
n o�0:5

ð13Þ

and in our special case of exponential law
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hqobi ¼ Corrða; dÞ ¼ p p2 þ q2 þ zðp2 þ q2 þ 1Þ
� ��0:5

; ð14Þ

where we denoted z the unknown combination k2/var(s). We shall use Equation (14)

twice in succession. First, we find z: we set p = 1, q = 0, substitute hqobi by known

E(qidpr), and solve the resulting equation with respect to z. Second, we estimate p:

with known z at hand, we substitute hqobi by its empirical estimate qob , and derive

the unknown p value. From p, the value of qid is found through (11).

Compensating for Scattering of HF Waves

As we noted above, the additivity of power permits us to represent the HF power

at the receiver as convolution:

Wsð�Þ ¼ Woð�Þ � Whð�Þ; ð15Þ

whereWs(t),Wo(t) andWh(t) are the time histories for, respectively: HF power signal

at a station; HF power signal at the source for the particular ray directed to the

station, and for the HFPGF. In principle, one can try to recover Wo(t) from Ws(t) by

applying inverse filtering (GUSEV and PAVLOV, 1991); but this procedure is too noisy

for our aims. Instead, to obtain comparable low- and high-frequency signals, we

decided to artificially distort the low-frequency signal by convolution with an

operator that imitates Wh(t). Then we can determine the correlation between

comparable objects: (1) artificially distorted low-frequency signal u�ð�Þ ¼ uð�Þ � Whð�Þ;
further labeled ‘‘modified displacement’’ signal and (2) naturally distorted raw high-

frequency signal Wsð�Þ ¼ Woð�Þ � Whð�Þ: As was noted above, this convolution

should not decrease the value of the correlation coefficient (i.e.,

CorrðWoðtÞ; uðtÞÞ � CorrðWsðtÞ; u�ðtÞÞÞ:

Data Set and Its Processing

To compare observed far-field displacement and HF power time functions, we

need clear isolated body-wave signals with sufficiently high signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio over a sufficiently wide frequency band. These requirements led to the narrow

magnitude range 6.8–7.6 for our data. From each ‘‘raw’’ teleseismic BB record we

reconstruct the time histories for displacement and for squared HF band-filtered

velocity, or HF power. These time histories are then used to analyze displacement-

HF power correlation. An important practical step is the selection of signals with

clear, one-sided (positive or negative) displacement time history. This type of signal is

theoretically predicted for a planar shear source. Intermediate-depth earthquake

sources mostly follow this model. Initially we selected all (31) earthquakes in the

IRIS DMS database since 1990 with Mw ‡ 6.8 and focal depth H = 90–200 km.
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P-wave groups on broad-band vertical (BHZ) channels (sampling interval Dt0 =

0.05 s) of GDSN stations at epicentral distances from 25� to 100� have been retrieved

through the IRIS DMS center. We needed records with no overlapping of P- and

pP-wave groups, and those with one-sided displacement pulse evidencing pure shear

on a planar fault. After discarding data with too shallow depth and from complex

ruptures, 23 events were left for further study (Table 1).

On the basis of actual S/N spectral ratios, we selected a common upper cutoff

frequency for analyzing all events and records, equal to 2.5 Hz. The lower cutoff for

HF band was set at 0.5 Hz. When forming a set of records for a particular event, we

applied the following rules:

1. the S/N ratio is no less than 2–3 at 2.5 Hz;

2. for each group of near stations that have recorded similar waveforms, only one is

selected;

3. near-nodal records are rejected.

As a result, we keep from 5 to 18 records per station. These records are

deconvolved for the channel transfer function and for the attenuation operator,

Table 1

Parameters of the earthquakes used for the study

No Date Time Lat. � Long.� Depth, km Mw Nsta Dur,s

1 1990/07/27 12:37:59 )15.35 167.46 125 7.2HRV 4 14

2 1993/01/15 11:06:05 43.30 143.69 102 7.6HRV 7 15

3 1993/05/24 23:51:28 23.23 )66.63 221 7.0NEIC 9 10

4 1993/08/09 12:42:48 36.37 70.86 214 7.0HRV 9 17

5 1994/02/11 21:17:31 )18.77 169.16 205 6.8HRV 10 8.0

6 1995/06/29 12:24:03 )19.54 169.28 139 6.6HRV 7 9.1

7 1995/10/21 02:38:57 16.84 )93.46 159 7.2HRV 10 25

8 1995/12/25 04:43:24 )6.90 129.15 141 7.1HRV 11 15

9 1996/04/16 00:30:54 )24.06 )177.03 110 7.2HRV 8 13

10 1997/05/03 16:46:02 )31.79 )179.38 108 6.9HRV 15 13

11 1997/09/02 12:13:22 3.85 )75.75 198 6.8HRV 9 10

12 1997/10/14 09:53:18 )22.10 )176.77 167 7.7HRV 9 20

13 1997/10/28 06:15:17 )4.36 )76.68 112 7.2HRV 8 16

14 1997/11/15 18:59:24 )15.14 167.37 123 7.0HRV 14 9.7

15 1998/01/04 06:11:58 )22.30 170.91 100 7.5HRV 6 25

16 1998/07/09 14:45:39 )30.48 )178.99 129 6.9HRV 12 11

17 1998/07/16 11:56:36 )11.04 166.16 110 7.0HRV 11 7.6

18 1998/12/27 00:38:26 )21.63 )176.37 144 6.8HRV 17 9.8

19 1999/02/06 21:47:59 )12.85 166.69 129 7.3HRV 10 11

20 1999/04/05 11:08:04 )5.59 149.57 150 7.4HRV 18 16

21 1999/05/10 20:33:02 )5.15 150.88 134 7.1HRV 19 9.8

22 2000/03/28 11:00:22 22.33 143.73 163 7.6HRV 18 15

23 2000/05/12 18:43:18 )23.54 )66.45 225 7.2HRV 10 14

Nsta – Number of records processed for each event; Dur. — duration of displacement pulse, average over

stations.
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with t* = 0.5 (with phase correction). The result represents an initial velocity

record. To form a well-defined displacement signal, the initial record is low-pass

filtered with a zero-phase filter with 0.7 Hz upper cutoff, and then integrated, to

produce an empirical estimate of u(t), that we further denote as m(t). The end of

the displacement signal was selected as the moment of return to zero; when

negative displacement was seen with amplitudes of up to �10% of initial motion,

this part of the signal was substituted by zeros. If this part was more expressed,

the record was rejected from analysis. To form the HF power signal, the initial

record is filtered with a zero-phase band-pass filter; and the square of analytical

signal is formed, giving an empirical estimate of _u2ðtÞ that we denote as p(t). Then

we perform smoothing of m(t) and p(t), using the time window of boxcar shape,

with the width Dt that is selected on a case by case basis, but typically about 0.8s;

Dt is always a multiple of the initial time step 0.05 s. The results were decimated

with the time step Dt, producing two sequences of statistically independent

consecutive average amplitude values denoted as mi, and pi.

To determine Wh(t) from observations, we first tried to average HF power signals

of smaller, short-duration, intermediate-depth earthquakes (M=5.0–5.6), but

ascertained that these records are too noisy to perform reliable averaging. We then

took another approach and selected a number of records of earthquakes with M =

5.8–6.2, with relatively short durations of 2–3 s. Using (15) and approximating Wo(t)

with the displacement pulse, we selected, by trial and error, a credible approximation

to Wh(t), denoted Wh0(t), common to all stations and earthquakes. Its analytical

representation is (arbitrary scale):

Wh0ðtÞ ¼ 1000t expð�t=0:1Þ þ ½1:0t expð�t=1:5Þ�0:3: ð16Þ

In discretized form, it reduces to a combination of a powerful delta-like spike and

coda (Fig 1a). The shape (16) has been selected by trial and error on the basis of the

analysis of about 50 records, at different stations, of eight earthquakes. On Figures

1bcd one can see that real HF pulses including codas are roughly comparable to

predicted ones, though with occasional deviations. Artificial signal (16) was further

applied to modify displacement records.

One might expect that the scattering effects in our case will be station-specific,

because for intermediate-depth sources, scattering is localized mostly near a receiver.

This being true, we might employ station-specific Wh(t) functions. Data do not

suggest such a sophistication however: the variations of relative P-coda amplitude

between individual records at the same station seem to be of the same order of

magnitude as between two stations. Thus, it seems reasonable to use the common

shape like (16) in all cases.

During the main stage of the data processing, for each analyzed record, the

following steps has been performed:
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(1) Instrument and attenuation correction, band-pass filtering, and calculation of the

HF power, resulting in two traces m(t) and p(t);

(2) selection of the onset time, common to m(t) and p(t), by visual inspection of both

traces;

(3) selection of the end time for m(t), using as criterion the return of the trace to the

zero line;

(4) selection of the end time for p(t), by visual inspection, either when the P-coda

level becomes small or, fairly often, just before pP onset; and setting

corresponding duration parameter dm;

(5) convolution of m(t) with the assumed Wh0(t) (16) to obtain the modified

displacement q(t); setting the end time of q(t) identical to that of p(t), and

determination of the common duration parameter dp;

(6) using the preset common integer parameter k0=16, determination of the time

unit Dt = Dt0(Integer (dm/k0) + 1), and the final number of time bins k1 =

Integer (dp /Dt) slicing the already isolated m(t), q(t) and p(t) pulses in k, k1 and k1
identical time bins of duration Dt, and averaging each function over each bin; the

resulting time sequences are denoted mi, qi and pi;

(7) calculation of the correlation coefficients qob between qi and pi, (and also qob0

between mi and pi over the first k segments, for comparison);

(8) determination of the estimates for E(qidpr) and r(qidpr); this procedure includes:

(a) generation of Nsim = 25 realizations of 0.5–2.5 Hz band-limited noise,

(b) construction of 25 modulated HF signals psim(t), using q(t) as an envelope

function; (c) application of step 6 to these signals, resulting in simulated

sequences psim,i ; (d) application of step 7 to pairs (qi, psim,i) resulting in 25

‘‘empirical’’ correlation coefficients qidpr,i; (e) statistical analysis of this sample,

that gives average qidpr,av and standard deviation sidpr; these approximate E(qidpr)
and r(qidpr);

(9) calculation of the Student’s t-value (qidpr,av -qob)/sidpr to judge the significance of

the difference between qob and qidpr,av.

In Figure 2 we show an illustration to Step 8. The variability of noise realizations

is remarkable but still limited, and the actual observed p(t) looks different from

most of the noise realizations. The entire processing sequence is illustrated in

Figure 3.

Results and their Analysis

To illustrate our processing procedure, in Table 2 we present the results for all

analyzed records of a single event (No. 19 in Table 1). In Table 3 we compiled the

aggregated results for all studied earthquakes. The analysis of these data can be

summed up as follows.
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1. Source durations typically vary from 12 to 25 s, resulting in Dt values of 0.7–1.5 s.

With 1/Df � 0.5 s, this gives a rather low number of degrees of freedom per single

pi (1.5–3). This means that pi values must have a significant random scatter, and

just this is seen on the simulations of Figure 2. For this reason, it is indeed critical

to apply formal statistical analysis in order to determine whether the correlation

between qi and pi is comparable or significantly lower than the similar correlation

between qi and psim,i .

2. The values of qob for individual records of a single earthquake vary significantly,

but are systematically lower than qidpr,av., indicating the presence of genuine

decorrelation. The standardized difference t (Student’s value) varies significantly,

and typically is around 2.3, giving significance levels between 20% (or more) and

0.1%, and typically about 5%. Since each record gives an independent

observation, these probabilities from individual records of the same event must

be multiplied to give the joint significance level. It is evidently very low, so that the

statement ‘‘qob is below qidpr,av’’ can be considered true even for the data set of a

single earthquake. For the entire set of earthquakes, this conclusion can be

considered as confidently proven.

3. The values of qidpr,av are rather stable, of the order of 0.7, and they indicate that

‘‘fluctuational’’ decorrelation is very significant. Thus the lack of close visual or

formal correlation between q(t) and p(t) is guaranteed merely by the actual

combination of the bandwidth and duration. On this background, ‘‘physical’’

Figure 2

Illustration of the procedure used to estimate the significance of the displacement-HF power correlation. a:

original HF power signals: ‘‘raw’’ HF power p(t) signal (1), modified displacement q(t) (2), and simulated

HF power psim(t) (five realizations 3–7), for the event 000328 at the station PFO. b: smoothed by 13 points

and decimated variant of the same functions (denoted pi; qi; psim,i.). All apparently significant variations of

the data shown in a are preserved in b. The variability among the random realizations (3–7) is well-

expressed, yet the actual observed signal (1) looks different from most of them, illustrating that the lack of

tight correlation between (1) and (2) cannot be ascribed solely to the random fluctuations.
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decorrelation, though present, in most cases is not visually clear, despite the cited

definitive results of more formal statistical analysis.

4. Average values of qob for individual earthquakes fall into a relatively narrow range

0.35–0.65. The average over all earthquakes is 0.52.

In Figure 4 we show several mi, qi, and pi sequences with various degrees of

correlation. In some cases of low correlation, significant HF energy bursts occur near

the end or even somewhat later than the visual end of a displacement pulse. On the

average, there is a tendency of HF energy to be somewhat delayed with respect to

displacement pulse. This tendency deserves deeper analysis.

To roughly estimate the qid parameter, we apply the above-described

procedure based on Equation (14). Departing from E(qidpr) = 0.72 and qob =

Figure 3

Processing procedure. a: selecting duration for displacement signal m(t) (1) and HF power signal p(t) (2);

(3)—band-pass filtered velocity signal used to estimate (2). b: checking the S/N ratio using power spectra

calculated for signal and for microseismic noise before P arrival. For this record S/N becomes low only

above 4 Hz. c: obtained discretized raw mi and modified qi displacement signals, and ‘‘power’’ signal pi; d:

final correlation plot between qi and pi.
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0.52, we obtained the following estimates: z = 0.46, p = 0.57, and at last qid =

0.80. Similarly, departing from the range of station averages for individual

events qob = [0.35–0.65], we obtain the range for qid values of individual events as

[0.54–0.96]. These values represent our final results regarding ‘‘true’’ (ensemble-

mean) values of the correlation coefficient between HF power and displacement

signals.

Discussion

The average value of the correlation coefficient qob = 0.52 is the empirical

average for a particular combination of source duration range and frequency

band. The variations of qob between individual earthquakes, from 0.35 to 0.65,

manifest real variations among earthquakes. The deviation of these values from

unity has two components: random fluctuations of band-limited signal, and

genuine difference between distributions of slip rate and mean luminosity. When

the effect of fluctuations is excluded, the ‘‘ideal’’ average value qid = 0.80 and the

range 0.54–0.96 reflect intrinsic properties of the radiating faults (‘‘physical

decorrelation’’). These values, when compared to E(qidpr) = 0.72, mean that the

fluctuational source of decorrelation is more powerful on the average, and that

the degree of ‘‘physical decorrelation’’ is moderate. Both estimates (mean as well

Table 2

Parameters of individual records for the event 990206 (No. 19)

sta. dm,s dp, s k1 Dt, s qob0 qob qidprav sidpr tSt

anmo 14.6 17.3 18 0.95 0.14 0.32 0.74 0.092 )4.54
bjt 6.0 12.7 33 0.35 0.36 0.25 0.72 0.121 )3.82
brvk 15.3 15.6 16 0.95 0.02 0.24 0.64 0.156 )2.57
cola 10.5 15.7 23 0.65 )0.17 0.00 0.68 0.133 )5.12
ctao 10.4 13.0 19 0.65 0.07 0.35 0.64 0.090 )3.29
kurk 11.7 14.2 19 0.75 0.84 0.86 0.75 0.105 1.05

pfo 13.7 15.6 18 0.85 0.46 0.55 0.70 0.100 )1.51
tly 8.7 11.6 21 0.55 0.20 0.35 0.67 0.109 )2.96
uln 7.4 11.8 25 0.45 0.50 0.46 0.69 0.134 )1.69
yak 8.0 11.9 23 0.50 0.28 0.31 0.67 0.123 )2.92
average 10.6 13.9 22 0.66 0.27 0.37 0.69 0.116 )2.73
st.dev. 3.1 2.0 5 0.21 0.29 0.23 0.04 0.021 1.74

dm and dp : visually selected durations for the displacement pulse and for the 0.5–2.5 Hz power pulse; k1:

the number of time bins of size Dt within dp ; Dt: the size of a time bin; qob0 - correlation coefficient

determined from mi and pi over the first k0 = 16 bins (for reference only, further not used), qob: same,

determined from qi, and pi over k1 bins; qidprav and sidpr: average and standard deviation over 25 simulated

qidpr,i values; tSt = (qob - qidprav)/ sidpr – Student’s t-statistic for testing the hypothesis qob <qidprav.
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as the range) can be treated as describing the decorrelation between, respectively,

individual and mean distributions of the slip rate and mean luminosity over the

fault surface.

Table 3

Average parameters (over stations) for each of the 23 earthquakes

No. Event qob0

rqob0

qob

rqob

qidprav

rqidprav

tSt
r tSt

1 900727 0.31 0.48 0.73 )2.94
0.23 0.081 0.033 1.5

2 930115 0.37 0.51 0.75 )3.05
0.31 0.21 0.058 2.8

3 930524 0.37 0.51 0.66 )1.54
0.19 0.13 0.063 1.12

4 930809 0.28 0.42 0.74 )3.58
0.20 0.23 0.048 2.7

5 940211 0.48 0.60 0.73 )1.4
0.31 0.21 0.057 2.01

6 950629 0.35 0.41 0.72 )2.99
0.22 0.24 0.062 2.9

7 951021 0.46 0.54 0.79 )3.3
0.20 0.19 0.049 3.3

8 951225 0.52 0.62 0.75 )1.26
0.22 0.17 0.066 1.9

9 960416 0.47 0.51 0.72 )1.76
0.40 0.35 0.04 2.8

10 970503 0.47 0.35 0.70 )3.22
0.34 0.29 0.069 2.7

11 970902 0.47 0.63 0.73 )1.07
0.25 0.13 0.052 1.3

12 971014 0.49 0.56 0.77 )2.76
0.22 0.28 0.079 2.7

13 971028 0.58 0.63 0.734 )0.98
0.15 0.13 0.044 0.9

14 971115 0.44 0.54 0.74 )1.94
0.28 0.22 0.032 2.2

15 980104 0.64 0.62 0.77 )1.49
0.19 0.21 0.083 1.7

16 980709 0.39 0.48 0.71 )2.21
0.26 0.27 0.055 2.1

17 980716 0.36 0.52 0.66 )1.11
0.35 0.21 0.032 1.7

18 981227 0.38 0.46 0.67 )1.85
0.35 0.24 0.068 2.4

19 990206 0.27 0.37 0.69 )2.74
0.29 0.23 0.038 1.7

20 990405 0.39 0.46 0.75 )3.69
0.20 0.15 0.050 2.5

21 990510 0.57 0.56 0.70 )1.28
0.24 0.27 0.038 2.4
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Conclusions

1. Having analyzed 251 teleseismic records of 23 intermediate-depth earthquakes,

we found that the correlation between time histories of displacement and of HF

(0.5–2.5Hz) squared velocity is limited, with the average correlation coefficient

equal to 0.52; the range of averages over the multiple records of an individual

earthquake varies from 0.35 to 0.65.

2. There are two causes of the decorrelation between displacement and HF squared

velocity signals: (1) inevitable fluctuations of noise-like HF signal, and (2) genuine

mismatch between displacement signal and mean-square envelope of HF signal.

Acting separately, these factors would result in the following values of correlation

coefficient: fluctuation-related: 0.72 (average); genuine: 0.80 (average), 0.54 to 0.96

(the range for individual earthquakes).

3. Our estimates of correlation coefficient between displacement and high-

frequency (HF) squared amplitude of P-wave signal can be treated as upper

bound estimates for the correlation coefficient between local source slip rate and

local HF P-wave luminosity (or radiated HF power flux) for the same spot of

the fault.

4. The above results can be used as an initial approximation to constrain realistic

simulation of earthquake sources; they may also be applied to verify advanced

dynamic models of an earthquake fault.

Table 3

(contd.)

No. Event qob0
rqob0

qob
rqob

qidprav
rqidprav

tSt
r tSt

22 000328 0.31 0.50 0.68 )1.84
0.36 0.30 0.053 3.2

23 000512 0.48 0.55 0.72 )1.55
0.27 0.25 0.025 2.1

average 0.427 0.52 0.72 )2.16
st.dev.1 0.096 0.079 0.036 0.88

st.dev.2 0.26 0.22 0.052 2.23

For each earthquake, the four values qob0, qob, qidprav, and tSt are averages over individual stations

processed, (as illustrated by the last but one line of Table 2). In the main part of the table, two lines are

given for each earthquake: the upper one contains mean values over Nsta records, and the lower one,

italicized, contains standard deviations obtained in averaging over several records of the same

earthquake. The three bottom lines contain: average over events (i.e., over station averages), standard

deviation st.dev.1 among events, and st.dev.2 – the average over ‘‘within-event’’ standard deviations,

respectively.
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